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“The simplicity of the telling and the rich details in the spreads make this a must-have for all
libraries serving young children.” — School Library Journal (starred review)Thonk! Clonk!
Clap! The team behind Roadwork and Demolition returns to the construction site, where big
machines and busy workers dig, hoist, and hammer away. There’s lots of noise and excitement
involved in building a library! Preschoolers will clamor to take a closer look. Award-winning duo
Sally Sutton and Brian Lovelock are back with another rhythmic read-aloud full of bustling
illustrations and sound words that beg kids to join in. Available in English and Spanish!

The New Zealand duo who created Roadwork and Demolition turn their considerable talents to
the building of a library. ... Printed in large, clear letters, the rhythmic text uses basic vocabulary,
strong verbs, and onomatopoeia, making it wonderful to read aloud. Artwork is done in ink,
acrylic, and colored pencil on full-bleed spreads where pigmented inks and a variety of
perspectives are used to great effect. ... The simplicity of the telling and the rich details in the
spreads make this a must-have for all libraries serving young children.—School Library Journal
(starred review)Sutton and Lovelock are back for more fun combining dynamic text and
illustrations for little builders. ... Sutton's rhythm and rhyming text pulsates, moving the pace
along briskly. "Dig the ground. Dig the ground. / Bore down in the mud." Onomatopoeia rounds
out each stanza: "Shove the piles in one by one. / Slip! SLAP! THUD!" Bold, bright illustrations
convey the scope of the effort and machinery required to lift stacks of lumber or sheets of plate
glass into place. ... There's always room for one more good construction book: Make a spot for
this one.—Kirkus ReviewsWith plenty of onomatopoeia and action verbs, the rhyming text
effectively brings the sounds of a construction site to life. Lovelock’s illustrations, cleanly
rendered in pigmented inks, portray activity without being overly busy themselves. The text and
art move briskly through the various building stages—from digging holes for foundation piles to
laying pipes to moving in “shelves and books.” Listeners will enjoy guessing what the new
building will be before the last spread reveals: “The library’s here for everyone. / Ready… /
STEADY… / READ!”—Horn BookAlong with speckles and spatters of paint that add a suitably
rugged look, the illustrations depict on-site views of a crane, a concrete pumper, and other
machines in use, capped by a final page of identifers and descriptive notes. Bread and butter for
budding building boffins.—Booklist OnlineThis is a fun book with melodic verse, colorful images,
and onomatopoeia which will have children jumping out of their seats.—Library Media
ConnectionAbout the AuthorSally Sutton is a playwright and the author of Roadwork and
Demolition, both illustrated by Brian Lovelock, and Farmer John’s Tractor, illustrated by Robyn
Belton. Sally Sutton lives in New Zealand.Brian Lovelock illustrated Roadwork and Demolition by
Sally Sutton as well as The Rain Train by Elena de Roo,Did My Mother Do That? by Sharon Holt,



and Flight of the Honey Bee by Raymond Huber. A geophysicist and fine artist, Brian Lovelock
lives in New Zealand.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Get this set for your crew!. These are the best books for anyone who
enjoys big machines at work! My boys love them and the sing-song rhymes make this an easy
read, even after the 100th time. It's always great to see books that use the right machines for the
job they are doing and they correlate to a lot of the Matchbox machines we have, so they can
play along with the book. The illustrations are very detailed and usually lead to questions
regarding the different jobs the machines can do. I also appreciate that the illustrator included
both men and women on the job site!”

Sandra, “Very sturdy book. My grandson is 2 years old and he is into all vehicles with wheels.
He takes this book with him everywhere and has learned the names of all the construction
equipment in the book.”

Stephanie Vandoorne, “My son is obsessed. My two year old loves these books. Anything to do
with building or diesel engines and he is hooked. I think he has all these books memorized. As a
parent, there are times i regret getting them after my 5th time in a row of reading it... but I am so
happy my son loves to read it with me. The pictures are beautiful and the words can be kind of
sung making it a great little poem have fun with. He enjoys all the sound effects that are in it.
Highly recommended.”

Liliana, “My son and I both enjoy reading this book. Bought this after falling in love with Sally
Sutton's "Roadwork." This is a super cute construction book. Some of the construction books
are very dull, but not this one. My 3 year old son loves trucks and really enjoys this book. He
thinks the sounds are funny. I like how it follows the construction process. It has a wonderful
rhythm to it, so it is fun for me to read to him (which is very important because I have hidden
some of the books that are annoying to read). I will definitely try other books by Sally Sutton.”

Ashley, “Great book that's very similar to Roadwork. Great book that's very similar to Roadwork.
Fun rhythm and cadence that toddlers find appealing. However, all of her books are so similar in
context, rhythm and imagery that I have a hard time remembering which is which. Out of
Construction, Demolition, and Roadwork, the latter is by far my toddler's favorite. If you're not
sure which one to pick, definitely start with that one. And maybe only that one.”

Kristan, “Great book. My 3 1/2 year old son loves anything construction. love that this book is
also teaching kids about the process. Pages are sturdy.”

Michelle Davis, “One of the best books for junior builders. We started with the Roadwork book,
which has been in my son's library since he was a year old. For his third birthday, I added
Construction and Demolition to our selection, and they've gone down a treat. If you have a kid



who is interested in how things are made (or demolished) I highly recommend these books.
They have deceptively simple artwork which manages to be surprisingly detailed. The swingy
rhymes and sound-effects make for easy reading-aloud fare. We are definitely fans in this
household.”

Steve H, “My boys LOVE these books.. I was so glad to find these in a box set. My 5 year old
has extreme difficulty focusing, especially on things like reading. He found this series of books
in his school's library, and he LOVES them. These are among the few books he gets excited
about reading, and he repeatedly brings them home. If your kids are fascinated by construction
equipment and big machines, these books are great for teaching them to read.”

niki, “Bold text & great illustrations - educational and easy to follow. This is a fun book with large
text and each page starts with a repetitive line, Cut the planks, Cut the planks or raise the roof,
raise the roof. I can imagine young children having a lot of fun reading this book out loud in the
classroom or at home. My daughter will take this book with her tomorrow to the SEN specialist
school where she works. The children in her classroom are 9 -11 and it is a school for children. I
think they are going to love it. They often make films and do plays so this is just the type of book
they will enjoy.I love how the author has been very inclusive and made the builders both male
and female. Usually in a book about construction everyone would be male. This is refreshing and
hasn't gone unnoticed.The writing and pictures are all bold and bright and would appeal to
young children. The illustrations are clear and easy for children to imitate and copy.The final
page the story concludes appropriately with the final construction of.... the library, very
appropriate and encouraging for children with the words "choose your books, choose your
books, borrow all you need, The library's here for everyone.The last page in the book is a page
of facts. It explains what a loading crane is used for, as well as a concrete pumping truck,
excavator, mobile crane and a concrete mixer. There is a picture of a construction worker with
details of what all they wear to do that job, including earmuffs, a hard hat, safety glasses, high
visibility vest and safety gloves.This book is fun as well as educational. I am sure it will be a
winner with young children.I kindly received this book from Walker Books in exchange for a
review.I have added photographs.”

Rebecca, “Lovely sounding words!. Lovely book that I bought for our daughter because daddy
works in construction. Read it first at the library and had to get it! Love the sounding words on
each page”

Tracy, “Fun book for young digger lovers. Grandson thoroughly enjoys this book joining in with
the story.”

A. Price, “My little boy can now sing this out word perfect - lovely little book with a great tempo
to .... My little boy can now sing this out word perfect - lovely little book with a great tempo to the



words”

The book by Layne Johnson has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 480 people have provided feedback.
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